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A view of Iowa’s total election tabulation using the Edison JSON tracker which is what the media uses to post live results
(source:

This chart is an effort by “Lone Raccoon”, https://magaraccoon.com/votereports.asp
election data that was transmitted over the “wire” by the NY Times JSON files. Unlike th
updated every few minutes like the Edison Tracker at the top
https://www.auditthevoteiowa.com/2021/09/iowas
example with Iowa, there are several timestamps
cases where results were contested and or random audits changed the results,
case of several counties, particularly in the 2

Additionally, I superimposed a small table in the bottom
Lie numbers. I also projected Mike’s numbers onto the chart with arrows point to where Mike asserts are the true
results (% stolen = Difference/Trump’s certified result, half stolen from Trump, half made up for Biden

Whether one believes Mike or not is moot;
crosses the internet, as well as voice and SMS data from the telecoms.
in the mid-90s by the NSA – at least when it was officially acknowledged
data, but how and under what circumstances are WTP able to access
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A view of Iowa’s total election tabulation using the Edison JSON tracker which is what the media uses to post live results
(source: http://understandingedison.us/charts/).

https://magaraccoon.com/votereports.asp, to plot the County by County
election data that was transmitted over the “wire” by the NY Times JSON files. Unlike the “by State” results which are

like the Edison Tracker at the top (for more details, see
https://www.auditthevoteiowa.com/2021/09/iowas-grand-theft-election-2020/), there are very few datapoints.

timestamps between polls closing and the final results, whenever transmitted. In
cases where results were contested and or random audits changed the results, there are additional updates, as in the

several counties, particularly in the 2nd Congressional District between Miller-Meeks and Hart

Additionally, I superimposed a small table in the bottom left to juxtapose the “certified results” versus Mike
Lie numbers. I also projected Mike’s numbers onto the chart with arrows point to where Mike asserts are the true

% stolen = Difference/Trump’s certified result, half stolen from Trump, half made up for Biden).

is moot; we know that the NSA collects and archives every single byte of data that
crosses the internet, as well as voice and SMS data from the telecoms. This collection effort was started under

at least when it was officially acknowledged. So we take it for granted that the NSA has the
data, but how and under what circumstances are WTP able to access the key data? Only with proper
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A view of Iowa’s total election tabulation using the Edison JSON tracker which is what the media uses to post live results

, to plot the County by County
e “by State” results which are

, there are very few datapoints. For
whenever transmitted. In

there are additional updates, as in the
Meeks and Hart.

to juxtapose the “certified results” versus Mike Lindell’s Big
Lie numbers. I also projected Mike’s numbers onto the chart with arrows point to where Mike asserts are the true

we know that the NSA collects and archives every single byte of data that
This collection effort was started under ECHELON
. So we take it for granted that the NSA has the

proper clearance.

http://understandingedison.us/charts/
https://magaraccoon.com/votereports.asp
https://www.auditthevoteiowa.com/2021/09/iowas-grand-theft-election-2020/
https://www.wired.com/1998/09/eavesdropping-on-europe/
https://www.wired.com/1998/09/eavesdropping-on-europe/
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Remember Trump’s EO # 13848, which was due to expire on 12 September 2021, yet China Joe
DNI, John Ratcliffe released his memo titled
7th, 2021. Simply put, China has committed an
Space Command) comes in -- Cyberspace Superiority
conduct operations at a given time and in a given domain *without* prohibitive interference

Ergo, if Mike received clearance, then his data is
he gave us is only the 40,000 foot view. In the interim,
Rest assured, NSA/Space Force also captured the
operating system etc. While this generic IP lookup service
captures more about you, even if you don’t h

For months, politicians have ignorantly told
we have since found out that all other vendors offer the option
jeopardizes election integrity? Because those in control wanted it and are upset that their dirty secret is out. Besides, a
direct connection to the internet isn’t required, when thumbdrives stuck into a U

With that out of the way, let’s proceed to see what Mike’s data gives us
the targeted County Auditor’s voting system.

DTC
Date Time SourceIP

03 Nov 20 23:00:58 3.135.226.135
05 Nov 20 13:31:23 3.128.189.41
06 Nov 20 15:29:27 18.221.206.247

Attacker(s) made contact with 3 counties (Harrison (

from the parking lot in Dublin, Ohio, with a GPS accuracy of
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, which was due to expire on 12 September 2021, yet China Joe
released his memo titled “Views on Intelligence Community Election Security Analysis”

has committed an act of war against us and this is where Space Force (formerly Air Force
Cyberspace Superiority - the operational advantage in, through, and from cyberspace to

conduct operations at a given time and in a given domain *without* prohibitive interference.

Ergo, if Mike received clearance, then his data is correct; as his PCAPs would have come from NSA/Space Force. What
. In the interim, it’s up to us to keep pushing organically for a full forensic audit.

Rest assured, NSA/Space Force also captured the S-/D-MAC addresses, as well as identifying info of the
IP lookup service, captures some data about your computer

ou don’t have an account installed, but the NSA captures EVERYTHING.

told us that the machines, like Dominion do not have access to the internet. But
other vendors offer the option as well. So why would they offer it, knowing it

Because those in control wanted it and are upset that their dirty secret is out. Besides, a
direct connection to the internet isn’t required, when thumbdrives stuck into a USB port works just as well.

to see what Mike’s data gives us; first with the “intrusion” from outsiders, then
the targeted County Auditor’s voting system.

Internet Intrusion Traffic From
Lat1 Lng1 City / State

40.0992 -83.1141 Dublin, Ohio
40.0992 -83.1141 Dublin, Ohio
40.0992 -83.1141 Dublin, Ohio

Harrison (Unisyn OVO / OVI), Page (Unisyn OVO / OVI) & Sac (Unisyn OVO / OVI)
, with a GPS accuracy of 11 meter radius.

Lat/Lng Accuracy Scale
Decimal
Places

Degrees
Radius

Distance

0 1.0 111 km
1 0.1 11.1 km
2 0.01 1.11 km
3 0.001 111 m
4 0.0001 11.1 m
5 0.00001 1.11 m
6 0.000001 0.111 m
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, which was due to expire on 12 September 2021, yet China Joe extended it? Former
“Views on Intelligence Community Election Security Analysis” on January

Space Force (formerly Air Force
the operational advantage in, through, and from cyberspace to

correct; as his PCAPs would have come from NSA/Space Force. What
it’s up to us to keep pushing organically for a full forensic audit.

es, as well as identifying info of the target machine,
r computer, FaceBook

ave an account installed, but the NSA captures EVERYTHING.

t have access to the internet. But
as well. So why would they offer it, knowing it

Because those in control wanted it and are upset that their dirty secret is out. Besides, a
SB port works just as well.

; first with the “intrusion” from outsiders, then

Country
United States
United States

United States

Sac (Unisyn OVO / OVI))

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2018-09-14/pdf/2018-20203.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/09/07/notice-on-the-continuation-of-the-national-emergency-with-respect-to-foreign-interference-in-or-undermining-public-confidence-in-united-states-elections/
https://context-cdn.washingtonpost.com/notes/prod/default/documents/6d274110-a84b-4694-96cd-6a902207d2bd/note/733364cf-0afb-412d-a5b4-ab797a8ba154.
https://patelpatriot.substack.com/p/devolution-part-8
https://www.afspc.af.mil/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=R1cUvm0fVFI%3D&portalid=3
https://www.ip-lookup.org/#my-geoip
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Mike Lindell's Report

TargetIP Lat2 Lng2 State2
199.34.228.59 42.422729 -94.9879019 Iowa

County Precincts Optical Voting System and Model
Sac 9 Unisyn OVO v. 1.3
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Mike Lindell's Report The Truth The Big Lie

Target Location Bidenvotes Trumpvotes Bidenvotes Trump
Sac County 1,160 4,290 1,389

* All 99 Counties 689,422 967,311 759,061

Margin of Victory 277,889 138,611

Optical Voting System and Model Accessible System and Model Absentee Tabulation
Unisyn OVI VC
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The Big Lie
Difference % Stolen

rumpvotes
4,061 - 458 11.28%

897,672 -139,278 15.52%

138,611

Absentee Tabulation Software
OpenElect 1.3

https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/votingep/index.html
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Notes:

1. Intrusion from IP 18.221.206.247 is traced to Amazon.com based in Bozeman, MT, which targeted a server at IP
199.34.228.59, hosted by Weebly, based in San Francisco, CA???

2. According to the geo-location data;

a. Appears the intruder(s) made contact with 3 counties (Harrison (Unisyn OVO / OVI), Page (Unisyn OVO / OVI)

& Sac (Unisyn OVO / OVI)) from the parking lot in Dublin, Ohio, with a GPS accuracy of 11 meter radius
(see intrusion image above).

b. Appears that the recipient was at the Sac County Court House in Sac City, Iowa; data was probably either
downloaded directly to the machine(s) or manually downloaded unto a thumbdrive (removable media),
to be later inserted into the USB port of the machine(s) for “upgrading”.

3. FOIA possibilities:

a. Purchase contracts for internet services
i. Copies of internet traffic logs for 02 – 10 November 2020 to/from the election department.

b. Does the services provide remote access via VPN? Typically used when workers working from home can
access work servers, folders & files?

i. Copies of remote access logs for 02 – 10 November 2020 to/from the election department

c. List of names and functional responsibilities of paid employees, including “Special Government
Employees” (SGE) as classified by Homeland Security Act of 2002 and exempted from Public Law 92-463
and listed by CISA’s Election Infrastructure Subsector Coordinating Council Charter (EISCC) document
(page 3), contractors and vendors who supported the 2020 elections between January and December
2020?

i. Copies of emails and or any other correspondence with SGE and contractors concerning election
certifications, equipment (hardware/software), processes, services and/or updates between 01
January 2020 and today.

d. List of volunteers that also had functional access to the machines?

e. Did employees and volunteers receive any form of training and/or instructions for teleworking?
i. If so, please provide a copy of instructions, protocols.

ii. If required to sign a telework agreement governing acceptable and proper use of County assets
and infrastructure for “working from home” or remotely. Please provide list of those who signed
and/or didn’t sign such an agreement.

f. Copies of signed and notarized certification for each voting system hardware and software.

g. How are absentee ballots tabulated?

https://www.lookip.net/ip/18.221.206.247
https://dnschecker.org/ip-whois-lookup.php?query=199.34.228.59
https://patelpatriot.substack.com/p/devolution-part-5
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/gov-facilities-EIS-scc-charter-2020-508.pdf
https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/votingep/index.html

